The Reyco Granning 79KB was designed as a single drive axle spring suspension that combines high weight capacity with excellent ride characteristics. With a wide range of options, the 79KB is one of the most customizable suspensions available for Class 5-8 trucks and tractors. It’s an ideal choice for everything from city delivery to extreme-duty fire and rescue. The 79KB also comes in 27k and 35k variants that can take a 4x2 GVWR into traditional 6x4 GVWR territory.

**Features**

- Accommodates a variety of frame hole patterns
- Multiple spring capacities
- Modular axle seats
- Leaf springs available in flat or parabolic leaf
- Torque leaf spring
- Optional stabilizer bar, shock absorbers, and/or auxiliary spring

**Benefits**

- Torque leaf utilizes an eccentric for easy alignment capabilities
- Adaptable to many different axles
- Polyurethane bushed torque leaf connection
- Torque leaf provides additional disc brake clearance
- Spacers allow for optimized ride height